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THREAD ALT-COMM ■

I suggest @manyver_se as TW + FB replacement! It has no server, hence no

shutdown! Everything reside on your + friends phone/or PC. You do posts as in

TW/FB or private DM.

Generate an ID. Then share invite-codes with friends. See>

https://t.co/2OMw7e0bUB ++>

Once you installed the app you can start post threads as "public". For the moment they will be stored on your device. Once

you have contacts, they will share that. Is like offline blogging! ++>>

The huge advantage; no server can shutdown your communication! Friends share your posts, so it's resilient if not always

online. Is an "off-grid" optimal solution. Is a bit tedious to share "invite-codes" but it's worth. Check> https://t.co/ayurByEtmV

The most obvious way to CONNECT, is to invite each friend with his special [DHL] generated code. https://t.co/ayurByEtmV

Can be shared via mail, or any other means. Use a secure mail like @TutanotaTeam or @ProtonMail ++>>

If some group leader wants, he can do a pub-server where only contacts reside. You must get here an invite-code to to

access that server. On digital ocean we can employ one: https://t.co/obOpl755BZ

The same protocol for desktop, is in this app: https://t.co/kqQO79IWjU

This is "off-grid" freedom from FB/TW/GAFA. Essential in those times. Seriously. It eats a bit memory but is totally worth.

YOU OWN LIKE TRUE CASH the data. Huuge +++

A tip: the custom DHL invite-codes can be translated into QR codes with a suitable app. Then re-translated into letters and

"pasted". https://t.co/S7IVdscE48

The other phone app designed for whistleblowers is https://t.co/3ZN1xC7i4o It works too off-grid. But for average users,

Manyverse + Scuttebutt are best suited.
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Serverless apps can replace successfully a mail-address . Bc of the same problem: once the server is down your data is

down.
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